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In [3], following an example of locally flat Riemannian manifolds with edge-dislocation
like singularities that converge to aWeitzenbo¨ckmanifold (Section 3), we defined a general
notion of convergence of Weitzenbo¨ck manifolds (Definition 4.1). This definition had to
be weak enough such that it applies to the example in Section 3, and strong enough to
be well defined, that is, strong enough to allow us to prove that the limit is unique. The
uniqueness result is Theorem 4.2 in the paper, and its proof is the main part of Section 4.
Definition 4.1 is the following:
Definition 4.1 Let (Mn, gn,∇n), (M, g,∇) be compact oriented d-dimensional Weitzenbo¨ck mani-
folds with corners. We say that the sequence (Mn, gn,∇n) converges to (M, g,∇) with p ∈ [d,∞),
if there exists a sequence of diffeomorphisms Fn : An ⊂ M→Mn such that:
1. An coversM asymptotically:
lim
n→∞
Volg(M\ An) = 0.
2. Fn are approximate isometries: the distortion vanishes asymptotically, namely,
lim
n→∞
dis Fn = 0.
3. Fn are asymptotically rigid in the mean:
lim
n→∞
∫
An
dist p(dFn, SO(g, gn)) dVolg = 0.
4. The parallel transport converges in the mean in the following sense: every point in M has
a neighborhood U ⊂ M, with (i) a ∇-parallel frame field E on U, and (ii) a sequence of
∇n-parallel frame fields En on Fn(U ∩ An), such that
lim
n→∞
∫
U∩An
|F⋆nEn − E|
p
gdVolg = 0.
1
It turns out that there is an error in the proof of Lemma 4.7 (Lemma 4.8 in the arXiv version
of [3]), which is a part of the proof of the uniqueness of limit (Theorem 4.2). In order to
overcome it, one has to strengthen the assumptions in Definition 4.1. A simple way of
doing so is by demanding that there exists a constant C such that Lip(Fn),Lip(F
−1
n ) < C
for every n, that is, by assuming that Fn are uniformly bi-Lipschitz. This makes the proof
significantly simpler (in particular, the widely used Lemma 4.6 becomes trivial as the
sets Aεn are eventually equal to An). This assumption also makes the requirement p ≥ d
irrelevant – if the assumptions hold for any p ≥ 1, then they hold for any p < ∞. This
is explained in detail in [5], a related paper that makes this bi-Lipschitz assumption (for
other reasons).
While the uniform bi-Lipschitz assumption is a restrictive assumption, the example pre-
sented in [3], as well as the general construction of the same phenomenon presented in [4]
all involve uniformly bi-Lipschitz mappings.
However, we find this assumption a bit unnatural and too restrictive, and so we prefer
to present here an intermediate one, stronger than Definition 4.1 but weaker than Defini-
tion 4.1 + the uniform bi-Lipschitz assumption:
Definition 4.1’ Let (Mn, gn,∇n), (M, g,∇) be compact oriented d-dimensional Weitzenbo¨ck man-
ifolds with corners. Let pmin(d) = d + 1 +
d
2 (
√
1 + 4/d2 − 1). We say that the sequence
(Mn, gn,∇n) converges to (M, g,∇) with p ∈ [pmin,∞), if there exists a sequence of diffeomor-
phisms Fn : An ⊂ M→Mn such that:
1. An coversM asymptotically:
lim
n→∞
Volg(M\ An) Lip(Fn)
2
= lim
n→∞
Volg(M\ An) Lip(F
−1
n )
2
= 0.
2. Fn are approximate isometries: the distortion vanishes asymptotically, namely,
lim
n→∞
dis Fn = 0.
3. Fn are asymptotically rigid in the mean:
lim
n→∞
∫
An
dist p(dFn, SO(g, gn)) dVolg = 0,
lim
n→∞
∫
Mn
dist p(dF−1n , SO(gn, g)) dVolgn = 0.
4. The parallel transport converges in the mean in the following sense: every point in M has
a neighborhood U ⊂ M, with (i) a ∇-parallel frame field E on U, and (ii) a sequence of
2
∇n-parallel frame fields En on Fn(U ∩ An), such that
lim
n→∞
∫
U∩An
|F⋆nEn − E|
p
gdVolg = 0.
The differences between Definition 4.1 and Definition 4.1’ are:
1. The condition on p is more restrictive (instead of p ≥ dwe assume p ≥ pmin(d), where
p2
min
− (d + 2)pmin + d = 0).
2. Condition (1) now relates the size of the ”holes” inM to the ”wildness” of Fn.
3. Condition (3) now requires that Fn and F
−1
n are both asymptotically rigid. That is,
there is a symmetric penalization for both expansion and contraction, instead of
penalizing mainly expansions. Adding a penalization for large contractions is very
natural from the material science and elasticity point of view, which is the main
motivation for this work.
Below is a restatement of Lemma 4.7 in [3] (Lemma 4.8 in the arXiv version), and a proof
under the assumptions of Definition 4.1’, which shows that the limit is indeed unique as
stated in Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.7’ Let (Mn, gn), (M, g) and (N , h) be compact Riemannian manifolds. Let En, E
M and
EN be frame fields onMn,M andN , respectively. Suppose that both
(Mn, gn,En)→ (M, g,E
M) and (Mn, gn,En)→ (N , h,E
N)
with respect to diffeomorphisms Fn : An ⊂ M→Mn and Gn : Bn ⊂ N →Mn (here, the pullbacks
of the frame fields converge in Lp). Then H⋆E
M = EN , where H :M→N is the uniform limit of
Hn = G
−1
n ◦ Fn defined in Lemma 4.3.
Proof : Weneed to show thatH⋆E
M−EN = 0. SinceH is the limit ofHn, we start by estimating
(Hn)⋆E
M − EN . We fix some ε > 0, and consider Hn as a diffeomorphism A
ε
n → Hn(A
ε
n),
where sets Aεn are defined in Lemma 4.6. By the standard inequality |a + b|
p ≤ C(|a|p + |b|p)
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we get
∫
Aεn
|dHnE
M −H∗nE
N |
p
H∗nh
dVolg
≤ C
∫
Aεn
|dHnE
M −H∗nG
⋆
nEn|
p
H∗nh
dVolg + C
∫
Aεn
|H∗nG
⋆
nEn −H
∗
nE
N |
p
H∗nh
dVolg
= C
∫
Aεn
|dHnE
M −H∗nG
⋆
nEn|
p
H∗nh
dVolg + C
∫
Hn(A
ε
n)
|G⋆nEn − E
N |
p
h
dVol(Hn)⋆g
dVolh
dVolh
≤ C′
∫
Aεn
|dHn|
p|EM − F⋆nEn|
p
H⋆n h
dVolg + C
∫
Hn(A
ε
n)
|G⋆nEn − E
N |
p
h
dVol(Hn)⋆g
dVolh
dVolh
≤ C′′
∫
Aεn
|EM − F⋆nEn|
p
gdVolg + C
′′
∫
Hn(A
ε
n)
|G⋆nEn − E
N |
p
h
dVolh,
where we used the uniform bounds on |dHn| and |dH
−1
n | on A
ε
n, and Lemma 4.5. Now, the
first addend in the last line tends to 0 since (Mn, gn,En) → (M, g,E
M) with respect to the
maps Fn, and the second addend since (Mn, gn,En) → (N , h,E
N ) with respect to the maps
Gn. Therefore, we have established that∫
Aεn
|dHnE
M −H∗nE
N |
p
H∗nh
dVolg → 0. (0.1)
The proof would be complete if we could replace (Hn)⋆ byH⋆ andHn(A
ε
n) byN in the limit
n → ∞. This is not yet possible since Hn tends to H on An only uniformly, whereas the
push-forward of frame fields with Hn involves derivatives of Hn. Therefore, we will show
that dHn → dH in some sense.
We start by showing that
lim
n→∞
∫
An
dist(dHn, SO(g, h)) dVolg = 0. (0.2)
Indeed, let x ∈ An, and let qn ∈ SO(gx, (gn)Fn(x)) be a point that realizes dist(dFn, SO(g, gn)) at
x, and rn ∈ SO((gn)Fn(x), hHn(x)) a point that realizes dist(dG
−1
n , SO(gn, h)) at Fn(x). Then we
have at the point x,
dist(dHn, SO(g, h)) ≤ |dHn − rnqn| = |dG
−1
n dFn − rnqn|
≤ |dG−1n dFn − rndFn| + |rndFn − rnqn|
≤ |dG−1n − rn||dFn| + |dFn − qn|
= dist(dG−1n , SO(gn, h))|dFn| + dist(dFn, SO(g, gn))
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and therefore globally
dist(dHn, SO(g, h)) ≤ F
∗
n dist(dG
−1
n , SO(gn, h)) |dFn| + dist(dFn, SO(g, gn))
The second addend vanishes in Lp(An, g) as n → ∞ and therefore also in L
1(An, g). As for
the first addend, using Ho¨lder inequality and Lemma 4.5, we obtain:
‖F∗n dist(dG
−1
n , SO(gn, h)) |dFn|‖L1(An,g)
≤ ‖F∗n dist
p/p−1(dG−1n , SO(gn, h))‖
(p−1)/p
L1((M,g))
‖dFn‖Lp(An,g)
= ‖distp/p−1(dG−1n , SO(gn, h))
dVol(Fn)⋆g
dVolgn
‖
(p−1)/p
L1(Mn,gn)
‖dFn‖Lp((An,g))
≤ ‖distp/p−1(dG−1n , SO(gn, h)) |dF
−1
n |
d‖
(p−1)/p
L1(Mn,gn)
‖dFn‖Lp(An,g)
≤ ‖distp/p−1(dG−1n , SO(gn, h))‖
(p−1)/p
Lp/p−d(Mn,gn)
‖|dF−1n |
d‖
(p−1)/p
Lp/d((Mn,gn))
‖dFn‖Lp(An,g)
= ‖dist(dG−1n , SO(gn, h))‖
α
Lp
2/(p−d)(p−1)(Mn,gn)
‖dF−1n ‖
β
Lp(Mn,gn)
‖dFn‖Lp(An,g),
whereα, β > 0 are the appropriate powers (they are immaterial for the rest of the argument).
Now, the last two terms on the last line are uniformly bounded in n by our assumptions
on dFn. The first term vanishes as n goes to infinity by our assumptions on Gn, since our
assumption on p implies (i) p2/(p− d)(p− 1) ≤ p, and (ii) p > d, hence Volgn(Mn)→ Volg(M)
(this is an immediate corollary of Lemma 4.5) and so the constants in Ho¨lder inequality
used to replace Lp
2/(p−d)(p−1)(Mn, gn) with L
p(Mn, gn) are bounded uniformly in n.
Recall that we want to prove convergence dHn → dH in an appropriate sense. Since
Sobolev spaces are easier to handle when the image is a vector bundle, we fix an isometric
immersionφ : (N , h)→ (Rν, e) for large enough ν, where e is the standardEuclideanmetric.
Consider the mappings φ ◦Hn : An → R
ν. These mappings satisfy
lim
n→∞
∫
An
dist(d(φ ◦Hn),O(g, e)) dVolg = 0, (0.3)
since the left hand side is bounded from above by the left hand side of (0.2), and φ is an
isometric immersion.
Since φ ◦ Hn are smooth, and in particular Lipschitz, we can extend them to H¯n ∈
W1,∞(M;Rν), such that ‖dH¯n‖∞ = Lip(H¯n) ≤ CLip(φ ◦ Hn) for some constant indepen-
dent of n (for example, we can use McShane extension lemma [2], or more sophisticated
results with a better constant C). We claim that H¯n satisfy
lim
n→∞
∫
M
dist(dH¯n,O(g, e)) dVolg = 0. (0.4)
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Indeed, ∫
M
dist(dH¯n,O(g, e)) dVolg
≤
∫
An
dist(dH¯n,O(g, e)) dVolg + (C1 + ‖dH¯n‖∞)Volg(M\ An)
≤
∫
An
dist(d(φ ◦Hn),O(g, e)) dVolg + C1Volg(M\ An)
+ C2 Lip(φ ◦Hn)Volg(M\ An)
≤
∫
An
dist(d(φ ◦Hn),O(g, e)) dVolg + C1Volg(M\ An)
+ C3 Lip(G
−1
n ) Lip(Fn)Volg(M\ An)
=
∫
An
dist(d(φ ◦Hn),O(g, e)) dVolg + C1Volg(M\ An)
+ C3
√
Lip(G−1n )
2Volg(M\ An)
√
Lip(Fn)2Volg(M\ An).
The first summand goes to zero by (0.3), and the first summand by the asymptotic sur-
jectivity of Fn, which also imply that Lip(Fn)
2Volg(M \ An) → 0. We are left to deal with
the term Lip(G−1n )
2Volg(M \ An). Note that by moving to a subsequence, we can assume
that Volg(M \ An)/Volh(N \ Bn) is monotone. Since the roles of M and N (and their as-
sociated metrics, mappings, etc.) are completely symmetric, we can assume without loss
of generality that this sequence is monotonically decreasing, and in particular, bounded,
hence
Lip(G−1n )
2Volg(M\ An) ≤ CLip(G
−1
n )
2Volg(N \ Bn)→ 0
by our assumptions on Gn.
We therefore establish (0.4). While H¯n are Lipschitz functions onM, they are not uniformly
Lipschitz. In order to complete the proof, we will replace them by uniformly Lipschitz
maps H˜n : M → R
ν that agree with H¯n over large sets. That is, we now claim that there
exist maps H˜n :M→ R
ν such that
1. Volg{H˜n , H¯n} → 0, and
2. H˜n are uniformly bounded in W
1,∞(M;Rν), and in particular Lipschitz by with a
uniform constant L.
To show this, we use Proposition A.1 in [1] on H¯n, with λ large enough such that for every
x and every T : TxM→ R
ν
|T| ≥ λ ⇒ |T| < 2dist(T,O(g, e)).
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Proposition A.1 in [1] then implies that there exists a sequence of functions H˜n, uniformly
bounded inW1,∞(M;Rν) such that
Volg(M\ Rn) ≤ C
∫
{x∈M:|dH¯n |>λ}
|dH¯n| dVolg,
where Rn := {H˜n = H¯n}. Therefore, we have
Volg(M\ Rn) ≤ C
∫
{x∈M:|dH¯n |>λ}
|dH¯n| dVolg
≤ 2C
∫
{x∈M:|dH¯n|>λ}
dist(dH¯n,O(g, e)) dVolg
≤ 2C
∫
M
dist(dH¯n,O(g, e)) dVolg → 0.
This argument is similar to Lemma 3.3 in [6].1
The functions H˜n converge to φ ◦H uniformly onM, as
dRν (H˜n(p), φ ◦H(p)) ≤ dRν (H˜n(p), H˜n(ψn(p))) + dRν(H˜n(ψn(p)), φ ◦H(ψn(p)))
+ dRν (φ ◦H(ψn(p)), φ ◦H(p))
= dRν (H˜n(p), H˜n(ψn(p))) + dRν(φ ◦Hn(ψn(p)), φ ◦H(ψn(p)))
+ dRν (φ ◦H(ψn(p)), φ ◦H(p))
≤ dRν (H˜n(p), H˜n(ψn(p))) + dN (Hn(ψn(p)),H(ψn(p)))
+ dN (H(ψn(p)),H(p))
= dRν (H˜n(p), H˜n(ψn(p))) + dN (Hn(ψn(p)),H(ψn(p)))
+ dM(ψn(p), p)
≤ L · dM(p, ψn(p)) + dN (Hn(ψn(p)),H(ψn(p))) + dM(ψn(p), p)
≤ (L + 1) sup
M
d(·, ψn(·)) + sup
An
dN (Hn(·),H(·))→ 0.
Here ψn is a mappingM→ An ∩ Rn satisfying
ψn|An∩Rn = Id and sup
p∈M
dM(p, ψn(p)) < εn
1Note that while Proposition A.1 in [1] discusses a Lipschitz domain in the Euclidean space, and therefore
directly applies to a manifold that can be covered by a single coordinate chart (as in [6]), this is not a problem
here: First, the claim of Lemma 4.7’ is local, hence we couldwork locally and assumew.l.o.g. thatM is covered
by a single chart. Second, looking more carefully at the proof of Proposition A.1 in [1], the same partition of
unity argument used there to discuss the general Lipschitz domain can actually be used again to discuss a
general Riemannian manifold.
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for some εn → 0; it is analogous to the mappingM→ An introduced in Lemma 4.3. Since
Volg(M\ Rn)→ 0, we can indeed choose such a sequence εn → 0. In the passage from the
first to the second line we used the fact that H˜n coincides with φ◦Hn on the image ofψn. In
the passage from the second to the third line we used the fact that φ is distance reducing.
In the passage from the third to the fourth line we used the fact that H is an isometry. The
rest follows from the uniform Lipschitz bound on H˜n and the uniform convergence of ψn
to IdM, and the uniform convergence of Hn to H on An.
Now, note that (0.1) can be written as∫
Aεn
|d(φ ◦Hn)E
M −H∗n(dφ ◦ E
N )|
p
edVolg → 0. (0.5)
Therefore, ∫
M
|dH˜n ◦ E
M − H˜∗nφ⋆E
N |
p
edVolg
≤
∫
Aεn∩Rn
|dH˜n ◦ E
M − H˜∗nφ⋆E
N |
p
edVolg
+ C ‖dH˜n ◦ E
M − H˜∗nφ⋆E
N‖
p
∞Volg(M\ (A
ε
n ∩ Rn))
=
∫
Aεn∩Rn
|d(φ ◦Hn)E
M −H∗n(dφ ◦ E
N )|
p
edVolg
+ C ‖dH˜n ◦ E
M − H˜∗nφ⋆E
N‖
p
∞Volg(M\ (A
ε
n ∩ Rn))
≤
∫
Aεn
|d(φ ◦Hn)E
M −H∗n(dφ ◦ E
N )|
p
edVolg
+ C (L‖EM‖∞ + ‖E
N‖∞)
pVolg(M\ (A
ε
n ∩ Rn))→ 0,
where we used the the uniform Lipschitz constant of Hn (denoted by L), the fact that
Volg(M\ A
ε
n)→ 0 by Lemma 4.6 and Volg(M\ Rn)→ 0.
Since H˜n → φ ◦ H uniformly and E
N is smooth, we can replace H˜∗n by (φ ◦ H)
∗. Therefore
we obtain ∫
M
|dH˜n ◦ E
M −H∗(dφ ◦ EN )|
p
edVolg → 0.
It follows that dH˜n converges in L
p(M;T∗M⊗Rν) to the map
EM 7→ H∗(dφ ◦ EN ).
Since, in addition, H˜n converges uniformly to φ ◦ H, it follows that H˜n converges to φ ◦H
inW1,p(M;Rν), and in particular,
d(φ ◦H) ◦ EM = H∗(dφ ◦ EN ).
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Since φ is an embedding we can eliminate dφ on both sides, getting
H⋆E
M
= EN .
■
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